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Zohisin automotive interior trim Car
Door Edge Guard Strip U Shape Car
Door Protector

 0 reviews | Write a review

$18.99

PRODUCT CODE: 5O-8RS5-813N

AVAILABILITY: In Stock

Qty: + 1 -

  

Share

SHIPPING OPTIONS

Ships in 5 business days 

FREE in United States

Ships from US 

OFFER POLICY

OBO - Seller accepts offers on this item. 

RETURN POLICY

Full refund available within 30 days

Tweet

ADD TO CART

Like 0

EN  USD  My Account  Welcome to our store!
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ZOHISIN AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR TRIM CAR DOOR EDGE GUARD STRIP U
SHAPE CAR DOOR PROTECTOR FLEXIBLE RUBBER TRIM SEAL LINING NO
GLUE CAR DOOR TRIM 

【Universal U Shape Car Door Edge】Fits most of Sedans, Trucks, SUV, ATV, UTV, Boats. Could be used as Truck Fender Fares,

ATV edge guard, Boats edge seals, trailer door entry guard, automotive door entry guard, UTV edge guard, storage container seals,

tool cart trim and decorative trim seals. Could be installed on front doors, back doors, back hatch door, bonnet edge. Make your

cars look more sporty.

【Cleverly Designed for A Perfect Fit】Metal clips were built inside soft rubber. They help fit tightly and won't damage your door

paint. Never drop even going through car washes and could hold the color over time. It also helps reducing some wind/road noise.

Open and close doors easily.

【Flexible Rubber Material & Easy Installation】 Made of flexible rubber material, our U-shaped edge protectors are durable, noise-

isolating, corrosion-resistant, high-temperature resistant, wear-resistant, anti-aging, and able to withstand the harshest weather and

applications.

【Installation Instructions & Hassle-Free After Sales】It is recommended to measure the length of the door before installation, bend

it easily along the outline of the door, and cut the edge guards with scissors.NOT suitable for those cars door edges thickness wider

than 5mm or those cars equipped with rubber strips(such as T esla, B MW X3).If you have any question while using the product,

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US.

Product Description 

Why does your car need It?

Protect the external car door edge from the clash on the walls or other cars.

Cover the sharp metal edges in the cars and the home. Prevent entry of dust, air and rain water.

Prevent leakage of the air conditioner to out, prevent leaks, gaps and vibration.

PAYMENT OPTIONS 

DESCRIPTION REVIEWS (0)
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COOKIES AND TRACKING  ACCESSIBILITY  PRIVACY POLICY  TERMS OF USE

These car door edge guards will protect your vehicle from nicks,chips and scratches.

Easy to install and use, perfect for most cars, and easy to cut with scissors.

Product information

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer  :   No

Item model number : Z-4156

Manufacturer   :   Zohisin
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